The University of Illinois

The Quad
How does this effect me? YOU?!?!
Outdoor Drinking Fountains!!
Come together

• Research
• Ask questions
• Interview
• Make a change
This could be US!

Your face here

Your Face Here
Proposal

• Interview Dr. Herman (UIUC’s Chancellor)
• Interview Facilities and Services Advisory Committee
• Interview students and faculty
• Cost and maintenance
• Possible locations
Research Questions

• Has the University ever considered public outdoor drinking fountains?
• How much would they cost to install?
• How much maintenance would they require?
• Would there be an increase in student fees or tuition?
• What procedures would we take to initiate a serious response from the University?
• Who ultimately makes the decision?
Possible Short Comings

• It would cost the University too much money to install and/or maintain the fountains.

• Students and faculty not interested